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Overview

1 Q1: How widely is model protection used in apps?

2 Q2: How robust are existing model protection techniques?

3 Q3: What impacts can (stolen) models incur?
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Google play-12711

Tencent My App-2192

360 Mobile Assistant-31850



Overview

1 Q1: How widely is model protection used in apps?

2 Q2: How robust are existing model protection techniques?

3 Q3: What impacts can (stolen) models incur?

12%

11%

77%

Google play-178

Tencent My App-159

360 Mobile Assistant-1131

41% of ML apps do not protect their models at all

Extract 66% models for apps use model protection or encryption



Overview
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Q1: How widely is model protection used in apps?

Mengwei Xu, Jiawei Liu, Yuanqiang Liu, Felix Xiaozhu Lin, Yunxin Liu, and Xuanzhe Liu. A First Look at Deep Learning Apps on Smartphones. 

The WorldWide Web Conference on - WWW’19, (May):2125–2136, 2019.

Path keyword match 

(../model/arbitrary.name) ➢ >8KB

➢ Unlikely suffix(model.jpg)

➢ ML librariesPrevious Work: 

name schema /

Keywords searching

Identifying ML apps: 

• False negative rate 6.8%

• False positive rate 0%

Model Downloaded at Runtime:

Contain on-device library but not 

any models(109)



Q1: How widely is model protection used in apps?

➢ 26% models in Chinese apps are protected

➢ 23% in Google Play apps



Q1: How widely is model protection used in apps?

➢ MD5 HASH(model)

➢ Many encrypted model reused/shared among apps

➢ SenseID_Motion_Liveness.model is found in 81 apps

➢ 60 cases of different app companies are reusing 

model lisences

➢ Only 22% of all protected models are unique.



Remote vs On-device models

➢ Measure the use of remote models through APIs provided

by AI companies

➢ Google Cloud AI, Amazon Cloud AI, Baidu AI

➢ Scanning docs for unique naming

➢ On-device models have security critical use cases and real-time demands

➢ Remote:

➢ 1075 NLP

➢ 266 ML Vision



Q2: How robust are existing model protection techniques?

➢ Targets on ML models that are encrypted during transportation and at rest but 

not protected when in use or loaded in memory

➢ S0: Default

➢ S1: Do not free 

buffers timely

➢ S2: function like

loadModel
➢ S3: function like

aes256_decrypt
➢ S4: customized 

Deallocation 

buffer



Q2: How robust are existing model protection techniques?

➢ Encode in Protobuf format:

➢ “relu”, “conv1” to identify buffers contain 

models

➢ Start with message “0A”

➢ TFLite includes “TFL2” or “TFL3”



Evaluation

1 Google play: 

Other-24

Successful-9

No 

encryption-2

No ML 

model-1

Fail-11

Tested

2 Chinese App:

Other-760

No used-43

Triggered-7

successful-9

Tested

1. Require phone number

2. Require a local bank account



Findings & insights

1 Even for those trying to protect their models, it’s hard to do it in a robust way using the 
file encryption-based techniques.

2 Some extracted models are valuable or security-critical

3 Extracted model can be directly used by attacker. 



Interesting cases

1 Encrypting Both Code and Model Files

➢ App uses Anyline OCR SDK

➢ Tensorflow Framework
➢ Places encrypted model under “encrypted_model”
➢ Runs ML inference in a customized WebView, where an encrypted Javascript, dynamically load 

at runtime

➢ Using S1, found TF model buffers in the memory dump 



Interesting cases

2 Encrypting Feature Vectors and Formats

➢ Tensorflow framework

➢ It does not encrypt its model file

➢ Encrypt the feature vector which is the input of the model

➢ Developers assumes it’s impossible to reuse the model without input format

➢ Extracted the decrypted vectors by instrumenting the decryption function



Interesting cases

3 Encrypting Models Multiple Times

➢ P2P loans apps with two models: ID card recognition and liveness detection

➢ ModelXtractor extracted 6 model buffers but only 2 encrypted model files found

➢ SenseID_Ocr_Idcard_Mobile_1.0.1.model has size of 1.3MB, has one buffer with the same size

➢ It is a tar file containing  align_back.model, also an encrypted file

➢ The app encrypts each model individually and compress all into a tar file and then encrypts it 

again


